June 25, 2012

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM No. 12: SEA SALT AND LIGHTNING
To:

Tom Moore, Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP)

From:

Ralph Morris, Chris Emery and Jeremiah Johnson, ENVIRON
Zac Adelman, University of North Carolina

Subject:

Sea Salt and Lightning Emissions

INTRODUCTION
ENVIRON International Corporation (ENVIRON), Alpine Geophysics, LLC (Alpine) and the
University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill Institute for Environment are performing the
West‐wide Jump‐start Air Quality Modeling Study (WestJumpAQMS) managed by the Western
Governors’ Association (WGA) for the Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP).
WestJumpAQMS is setting up the CAMx photochemical grid model for the 2008 calendar year
(plus spin up days for the end of December 2007) on a 36 km CONUS, 12 km WESTUS and
several 4 km Inter‐Mountain West modeling domains. The WestJumpAQMS Team are currently
compiling emissions to be used for the 2008 base case modeling, with the 2008 National
Emissions Inventory (NEI) being a major data source. The Team is preparing 13 Technical
Memorandums discussing the sources of the 2008 emissions by major source sector:
1. Point Sources including Electrical Generating Units (EGUs) and Non‐EGUs;
2. Area plus Non‐Road Mobile Sources;
3. On‐Road Mobile Sources that will be based on MOVES;
4. Oil and Gas Sources (in several installments);
5. Fires Emissions including wildfire, prescribed burns and agricultural burning;
6. Fugitive Dust Sources;
7. Off‐Shore Shipping Sources;
8. Ammonia Emissions;
9. Biogenic Emissions;
10. Eastern USA Emissions;
11. Mexico/Canada;
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12. Sea Salt and Lightning Emissions; and
13. Emissions Modeling Parameters including spatial surrogates, temporal adjustment
parameters and chemical (VOC and PM) speciation profiles.
This Technical Memorandum #12 discusses the approach to be used for developing 2008
emissions for sea salt and lightning.

SEA SALT EMISSIONS
Marine aerosols are created by turbulence, bubble breaking and viscous shear from winds
blowing over the ocean surface, and range in size from sub‐micron to larger than 100 microns
(µm). As waves in the ocean break, they entrain air into the water, creating bubbles. Bubbles
are transported through water column by turbulence and Langmuir circulations, and rise under
their own buoyancy. As bubbles reach the ocean surface, surface tension on the interfacial film
collapses and the film shatters. The collapse of the bubble cavity produces an upward‐moving
jet of water, and velocity differences along the surface of the jet render it unstable and cause it
to break up into droplets. Each bubble can make as many as 10 jet drops with typical radii of 1‐
2 µm (possibly exceeding 10 µm), and several hundred film drops in the sub‐micron range. At
wind speeds greater than ~9 m s‐1, spume droplets are produced as wind shears off the tops of
waves. This mechanism produces large droplets with radii greater than 4 µm.
For the WestJumpAQMS we propose to use the sea salt emissions pre‐processor developed for
the CAMx model that is described below.

SEA SALT EMISSIONS PROCESSOR
The sea salt emissions pre‐processor estimates time/space‐varying emissions of sea salt
aerosol. The source code is distributed with Linux “make” scripts that invoke the Fortran90
compiler and compile/link the executable programs with system libraries. The user will need to
edit the respective make scripts to ensure the correct compiler and associated flags are set
according to their system specifications. The sea salt emissions pre‐processor is publicly
available and one of the support programs available on the CAMx website1.
Sea salt production is usually calculated at a relative humidity of 80%, which is typical at 10
meters above the surface in the marine boundary layer. Because salt is hygroscopic, the size of
a sea salt aerosol changes with the ambient relative humidity, growing when the humidity
increases and shrinking in drier air. The radius at 80% relative humidity is roughly twice that of
dry aerosol (Fitzgerald 1975); another way to state this is that the wet radius at 80% humidity is
equivalent to the dry diameter. In parameterizing sea spray emissions, several assumptions are
made. The most important is that the aerosol size can be described by a single quantity such as
the dry mass or radius at a given relative humidity. All sea salt aerosols are assumed to have
the same relative composition of dissolved substances, and properties like density and index of
1 http://www.camx.com/download/support‐software.aspx
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refraction are independent of particle size. Droplets are presumed to have an insoluble core of
pure sodium chloride (NaCl).
A widely accepted formulation for sea spray droplet flux from the open ocean surface was
proposed by Monahan et al. (1986). Monahan used discontinuous functions to predict marine
aerosol production as a function of wind speed (at 10 meter height) and radius at 80% relative
humidity for sizes of 0.8 μm, 10 μm, 75 μm, 100 μm, and over 100 μm. The Monahan
parameterization is given by:
F
r





2
 1.373 U103.41 r 3 1  0.057 r 1.05 101.19 exp  B 

where F is the flux of particles (µm‐1m‐2s‐1), U10 is the 10 meter wind speed (m s‐1), and r is the
droplet radius (microns) at 80% relative humidity. The exponential term B is given by:

0.38  log10 r  / 0.65

B 

The Monahan parameterization gives reasonable fluxes for the dry aerosol radius range of 0.2‐4
µm (Guelle et al. 2001; Gong et al. 2002; Gong 2003). However, Gong (2003) showed that the
Monahan parameterization overestimates sea salt aerosol production at dry radii smaller than
about 0.2 µm, and modified the Monahan flux equation as follows:
F
r





2
 1.373 U103.41 r  A 1  0.057 r 3.45 101.607 exp  B 

where
A  4.7 1   r 

0.017 r 1.44

with Θ = 30, and

0.433  log10 r  / 0.433

B 

Either the Monahan or the Gong parameterization may be used in the sea salt aerosol emission
program for aerosols with dry radii less than 4 µm.
The Monahan spume flux generation function also has been shown to generate too many sea
spray droplets at dry radii greater than 4 µm (Guelle et al. 2001; Gong et al. 2002; Gong 2003).
Following the work of Grini et al. (2002), and Liao et al. (2004), the Smith and Harrison (1998)
parameterization is used for aerosols with dry radii greater than 4 µm:

F
r



 A exp f lnr / r  
2

i 1, 2

i

i

0i

where r01 = 3 µm, r02 = 30 µm, f1 = 1.5, f2 = 1, A1 = 0.2 U103.5, and A2 = 6.8×10‐3 U103.
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The Smith‐Harrison parameterization gives a sea spray flux that is too small compared to
observations for dry radii less than 4 µm, and so it is applied only above 4 microns. The fluxes
from the Monahan/Gong and Smith‐Harrison parameterizations join reasonably well at ~4
microns dry radius for a range of wind speeds (Grini et al. 2002).
The emissions pre‐processor integrates the sea salt flux over a default distribution of size bins
from Grini et al. (2002) and between minimum and maximum limits specified by the user in the
job script. For example, if the desired range of sea salt dry diameters is 0 to 2.5 microns, the
sea salt emissions program will integrate between those two extremes, breaking the integral up
into smaller pieces defined by the default bins of Grini et al. in order to improve the accuracy of
the integration. The emitted dry particle mass is calculated from the integrated flux assuming a
spherical particle geometry and a dry aerosol density of 2250 kg m‐3 (Grini et al. 2002).
The emissions pre‐processor also considers the contribution from breaking waves in the coastal
surf zone. The surf zone sea spray aerosol is calculated using either the parameterization of
DeLeeuw et al. (2000) or the Gong (2003) open ocean approach by assuming 100% whitecap
coverage. The Gong approach is strongly recommended as it leads to a more realistic emission
flux that is less strongly influenced by wind speed. To calculate surf zone emissions, the user
must specify the surf zone width and coastline length in each grid cell that contains a coastline.
The coastline length can be set in two ways:
1. Let the program set the coastline length to the size of the grid cells (i.e., a linear
coastline across the full width of each grid cell) [this is the default approach];
2. Set the coastline length manually for each grid cell (requires an additional program to
prepare a separate input file) [to support this capability requires GIS processing to
resolve actual coastline lengths].
The surf zone width is specified by the user for each coastline grid cell within a special text map
file that defines the spatial distribution of ocean‐covered grid cells. Four surf zone widths are
supported: 10, 20, 50, and 100 m. The structure of this ocean map file is described below.
The sea salt pre‐processor splits emissions into particulate sodium and chloride components for
particulate modeling.
The sea salt program generates hourly gridded CAMx‐ready emission files containing sea salt
aerosol for the day(s) specified in the job script.
The user must specify domain information (location, grid resolution, grid size). The
meteorological input fields include the layer height grid, pressure, temperature, wind, and
clouds.
The user must also supply a CAMx‐ready land use file and a separate text‐formatted ocean
mask file. The text file should be developed independently by the user according to the CAMx
landuse file. Since CAMx landuse classifications do not necessarily differentiate between water
bodies as being ocean (salt water) or inland (fresh water), it is left to the user to make the
distinction by developing the ocean mask file. This file defines which grid cells contain sea
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water as well as the user‐selected surf zone width for coastline grid cells. An example is shown
in Figure 1: grid cells labeled “1” represent open ocean; grid cells labeled “0” represent land (or
fresh water); and grid cells labeled “2” through “5” represent coastline with a specific surf zone
width, as follows:
Coastline Cell Value
2
3
4
5

Surf Zone width (m)
10
20
50
100

These assigned surf zone width values are hard‐coded in the program code but can be changed
by editing the code and recompiling. In the example shown in Figure 1, all coastline cells are
labeled with “4”, denoting a 50 m surf zone width.
11140000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11140000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11114000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111444000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111114000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111114000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111114000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111114000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111114000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111444000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111140000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111140000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111140000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111114044444000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111411111444400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111144444440000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111114400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111140000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111114400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111144000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111440000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111114111111111111111111114440444440000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111140411111111111111111111114111114000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111114111111111111111111111111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111140000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111140000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114444440000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111144000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111140000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Figure 1. Example text‐formatted ocean mask file for the sea salt emission pre‐processor.

The WestJumpAQMS will use the CAMx sea salt emissions pre‐processor with the 2008 WRF
data to generate sea salt emissions for the 36 and 12 km modeling domains. The 4 km domains
are inland so will not have any sea salt emissions.
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LIGHTNING
NOX is formed in lightning channels as the heat released by the electrical discharge causes the
conversion of N2 and O2 to NO. The modeling of lightning and its emissions is an area of active
research. For example, the mechanism for the buildup of electric potential within clouds is not
well understood and modeling the production, transport and fate of emissions from lighting is
complicated by the fact that the cumulus towers where lightning occurs may be sub‐grid scale
depending on the resolution of the model. Given the importance of lightning NOX in the
tropospheric NOX budget and in understanding its effect on upper tropospheric ozone and OH,
lightning NOX is typically incorporated in global modeling (e.g. Tost et al. 2007; Sauvage et al.
2007; Emmons et al., 2010), and has also been integrated into regional modeling studies (e.g.
Allen et al. 2012; Koo et al., 2010).
Lightning NOX emissions (LNOX) can be estimated directly based on the number of lightning
flashes, the intensity of each flash, the lightning type (cloud‐to‐ground vs. cloud‐to‐cloud), and
the amount of NOX emitted per flash. While the number of lightning flashes and flash intensity
can be determined from data gathered by the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN),
there is uncertainty in the estimates of emissions of NOX per flash. As a result, there is a large
variation in reported global lightning NOX emissions, with values ranging from 1‐20 Tg N year‐1
(Schumann and Huntrieser, 2007; Zhang et al., 2003a,b; Lee et al., 1997).
Because formation of lightning NOX is associated with deep convection in the atmosphere, LNOX
production is typically parameterized in terms of the modeled convective activity. LNOX
production is often assumed to be related to cloud top height or convective rainfall. One
shortcoming of this approach is that convective clouds where lightning typically occurs are
difficult for atmospheric models to simulate accurately. Errors in the modeled amount and
intensity of cumulus convection can degrade the simulation of LNOX production. It is possible
to estimate lightning emissions based on observations of lightning flashes. There are surface
networks that observe lightning flash activity (such as the NLDN) as well as satellite
observations of lightning from the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) and the Optical Transient
Detector (OTD) instruments. While it is possible to construct an LNOX emission inventory based
on observed flash counts, this type of emission inventory will not provide a self‐consistent
simulation of the vertical transport of LNOX due to modeled convection. For example, if
lightning flashes are observed in a region where no convective activity is predicted by the
model, emissions of LNOX may be allowed to remain near the surface, whereas the actual
atmosphere would be undergoing intense vertical mixing due to convection, causing some of
the emitted LNOX to be transported rapidly into the upper troposphere by convective updrafts.
Recent efforts to model LNOX production have taken a hybrid approach that preserves the
consistency of the modeled convection and the location of LNOX emissions, but also attempts
to constrain the LNOX emissions to match observed distributions of lightning or an estimate of
total emissions. A number of such schemes are available (e.g., Allen et al. 2010; Murray et al.
2012). For the WestJumpAQMS we selected a modified version of the scheme of Koo et al.
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(2010) because this scheme is consistent with the approach outlined above and has already
been implemented as a CAMx preprocessor.
Koo et al. (2010) estimated annual total LNOX emissions for North America using NLDN flash
data from Orville et al. (2002) and (Boccippio et al., 2001). The NO emissions factor that
determines the amount of NO generated per flash of lightning is taken from the EULINOX study
(Holler and Schumann, 2000) and is 9.3 kg N per flash. Using these data, Koo and co‐workers
estimate the total LNOX emissions for North America to be 1.06 Tg N year‐1 . Lightning
emissions are then allocated to grid cells where modeled convection occurs using convective
precipitation as a proxy for lightning activity. The hourly and gridded 3‐D lightning NO
emissions are calculated as follows:
,

,

,

,

where E(x,t) is the NO emission rate (mol hr‐1) at time t and grid location x; RNO is the NO
emission factor; PC is the convective precipitation (m hr‐1) at time t and grid location x; D(x,t) is
the convective cloud depth (m) at time t and grid location x; and p(x,t) is the pressure (Pa) at
time t and grid location x. Constraining the total emissions within North America to 1.06 Tg N
year‐1 requires that RNO be equal to 3.9x10‐12.
Koo and co‐workers (2010) used this parameterization to generate emissions for the 2002
calendar year in an air quality modeling study that was examining the effects of natural sources
on background ozone concentrations. Because lightning NOX is dispersed compared to
anthropogenic NOX emissions, it is frequently not included in ozone modeling studies.
However, as ozone standards are reduced and emission controls reduce anthropogenic
emissions, lightning NOX emissions will become more important. Figure 2 displays the column
integrated LNOX emissions for January and July 2002 from the Koo et al., (2010) study. As
expected, there is more LNOX in the summer when convective activity is present than the
winter that is more characterized by frontal storm passages. The higher convective activity in
the southeast also results in higher LNOX emissions. Koo et al., found that of the natural
sources they studied, LNOX had some of the highest impact on ozone concentrations, with a
maximum increase in annual average ozone concentrations of 6 ppb occurring in the
southeastern U.S.
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Figure 2. Spatial plo
ots of the tottal vertical column
c
lighttning NOX eemissions avveraged overr the
months of
o January and
a July 2002 (Source: Koo
K et al., 20010).

For the WestJumpAQ
W
QMS two mo
odifications were
w
made to the Koo eet al., param
meterization tthat
modified
d the verticall distribution
n of the emisssions and uused observeed monthly N
NLDC data fo
or
the 2008
8 year to set the total mo
onthly North
h America LN
NOX emission
ns, rather th
han long‐term
m
estimates of annual average
a
valu
ues.
Comparisson of the ve
ertical distribution of LN
NOX emissionns produced by the Koo et al.
paramete
erization witth observed lightning acctivity data ppresented in Allen et al.,, (2012) and
Hansen et
e al. (2010) suggests th
hat the Koo scheme
s
prodduces a distrribution of LNOX that is ttoo
strongly peaked in th
he lower atm
mosphere. Therefore,
T
w
we reviewed the available literature to
determin
ne an alternaate approach
h to distribu
uting the LNO
OX emissionss in the vertiical.
d a three‐dim
mensional cloud resolvinng model (CR
RM) to simu
ulate six mid‐‐
Ott et al. (2010) used
latitude and
a subtropical thunderrstorms that were the suubject of inteensive field studies.
Lightningg within the thunderstorrms was mon
nitored by gground‐based observing systems and
d
research aircraft meaasured the chemical
c
pro
operties (inc luding NOX) of the atmo
osphere in th
he
clouds. Ott
O et al. mo
odeled NOX within
w
the clouds and thhen compareed the modeeled NOX
distributiion with in‐ccloud aircrafft data. Theyy developedd vertical pro
ofiles for allo
ocating LNOX in
regional or global mo
odels that arre specific to
o the type off thundersto
orm that wass modeled. They
ed subtropical, mid‐latitu
ude and trop
pical profiless, which are shown in Figure 3. Theey
develope
recomme
end using th
he tropical prrofile with caaution, as thhey did not m
model any trropical storm
ms,
but inste
ead, based th
he tropical profile
p
on exttrapolation oof the subtro
opical profile.
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Figure 3. Vertical Prrofiles of LNO
OX emission
ns from Ott eet al. (2010)

The profiiles of Ott ett al. are conssistent with the Pickerinng et al. (20006) profile ussed in the
MOZARTT modeling sttudy of Fangg et al (2010) and otherss as well as w
with observaation‐based
profiles of
o lightning activity
a
colle
ected in the southeast
s
U.S. (e.g. Allen et al., 2012; Hansen et al.
2010). The Ott schem
me is curren
ntly used to distribute
d
LN
NOX in the veertical in thee GEOS‐Chem
m
model (M
Murray et al., 2012).
Ott et al. (2010) reco
ommend thaat in the nortthern hemis phere warm
m season, thee subtropicaal
profile be
e used south
h of 40°N and the mid‐laatitude profi le be used n
northward of 40°N; this
guidance
e was followe
ed in the pre
esent study. They suggeest that the profile be sccaled to the
modeled
d cloud top height
h
in each grid cell an
nd that wheen the cloud top height is less than 1
16
km, the fraction
f
of LN
NOX be taken from those layers andd redistributeed evenly to
o the layers ffrom
surface to cloud top, and this reccommendation was folloowed, as weell.
ond update to the Koo ett al., LNOX prrocessor is tto tie the 20008 lightning emissions to
o
The seco
actual 20
008 monthlyy observed ligghtning dete
ections across North Am
merica, ratheer than histo
orical
annual avverages of North
N
Americca lightning emissions. TThe Nationaal Lightning D
Detection
Network, (NLDN), co
onsists of ove
er 100 remote, ground‐bbased sensin
ng stations lo
ocated acrosss
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the Unite
ed States thaat instantane
eously detecct the electrromagnetic ssignals given
n off when
lightning strikes the earth's
e
surfaace. These re
emote sensoors send the raw data via a satellite‐‐
ommunicatio
ons network to the Netw
work Controll Center opeerated by Vaisala Inc. in
based co
Tucson, Arizona.
A
If fe
easible, mon
nthly LNOX emissions
e
forr 2008 will b
be used with
h the hourly 2008
WRF dataa for each month
m
to gen
nerate hourlyy lightning eemissions forr the 2008 annual period
d.
Figure 4 displays the spatial distrribution of th
he NLDN datta for January and July 2
2008 and
es it to the climatological average. For
F January, the two metthods of pro
ocessing the
compare
NLDN ob
bservations results
r
in sim
milar amountts of lightninng strikes of 0.62 and 0.7
74 F/s that
compare
es favorably with
w the clim
matological average
a
(0.771 F/s). Although the spatial distribu
ution
of the Jan
nuary 2008 lightning hass more in the Central St ates‐Midweest (e.g., OK, MO and IL) than
the climaatological avverage that iss mainly in TX
T and the G
Gulf (Figure 44a). There are many mo
ore
lightning strikes in Ju
uly 2008 than
n January th
hat covers m ost of the U.S. (Figure 4
4b). The Julyy
htning strikes (16.27 and
d 16.90 F/s) are
a much grreater than tthe climatolo
ogical averagge
2008 ligh
(11.62 F//s), especially over NB‐IA
A‐MO‐IL. The monthly N
NLDN data caan be used tto estimate
monthly LNOX emissiions for a givven domain using the EU
ULINOX stud
dy estimate o
of 9.4 kg N p
per
oller and Schumann, 200
00).
flash (Ho

Figure 4a
a. Comparissons of January 2008 NLLDN lightnin
ng strikes (to
op) with clim
matological
average (bottom).
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Figure 4b
b. Comparissons of July 2008 NLDN lightning strrikes (top) w
with climato
ological averrage
(bottom)).

MS modelingg period, thee Koo
For each hour of each month of the 2008 WestJumpAQM
paramete
erization willl be used with the WRF 36 and 12 kkm modelingg outputs to derive colum
mn‐
integrate
ed LNOX emissions for eaach grid cell using the hoourly convecctive rainfall as activity d
data.
The LNOX emissions will
w then be distributed throughout each verticaal model column using tthe
vertical profiles
p
of Ottt et al. (201
10). The WRF 4 km mod eling did not use a convvective
paramete
erization as the 4 km griid resolution
n is fine enouugh to expliccitly resolve cumulus clo
ouds.
So the WRF
W 12 km co
onvective prrecipitation will
w be used to constructt the lightnin
ng emissionss in
the 4 km domains. In CAMx, the
e lightning em
missions wil l be modeled as point so
ources with
stack heights equal to the mid‐point of each layer that hhas positive llightning em
missions so th
he
emissions are injecte
ed into each model grid cell with zerro plume risee.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
Quality assurance (QA) will be performed following the emissions quality assurance protocol
developed during WRAP (Adelman, 20042). These procedures include systematic procedures
for:





Modeling QA – accuracy assurance and problem identification.
System QA – software and data tracking.
Documentation – tracking QA issues, recording the QA process and report writing.

An emissions QA checklist is developed that delineates each step of the QA process and allows
a systematic approach to the QA process to assure critical steps are not overlooked. The
completed QA checklists and templates include:






Model configuration settings.
Inventory file log.
Ancillary input file log.
Model execution log.

A series of QA products are produced that are compared to other studies and the expected
outcomes:





Spatial plots of emissions by source category.
Annual time series plots of emissions for subregions.
Diurnal time series plots.

The emissions QA officer is required to generate, review and distribute the QA products to the
modeling team and buy off on the results prior to execution of the air quality model.

2 http://www.epa.gov/ttnchie1/conference/ei13/qaqc/adelman_pres.pdf
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